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Providing Access to Rural Solutions

HG LEACH RURAL SOLUTIONS

H. G. Leach & Co. Ltd, provides access. Access to better roading, access to rural solutions 
and access to cleaner communities. We see the big picture, we rise to the challenges 
and we work hard to deliver. Leach Rural Solutions offers cost-effective and innovative 
solutions that are highest standard, fi t for purpose.

ABOUT H.G. LEACH & CO. LTD
Since its beginnings in the Thames Valley in 1952 
H.G. Leach & Co. Ltd has evolved into an effi cient, 
innovative and effective privately owned business.

With a rock solid foundation in the community, 
the small business that Harry Leach started back 
in 1948 is now providing a great deal of support 
back to the community. From supplying materials 
to construct the Thames hospital and the new 
Kopu bridge, through to supporting local sports 
clubs and schools, HG Leach now provides over 
60 full-time jobs. 

With a reputation for outstanding quality 
HG Leach has extended its area of operation 
beyond quarrying and fi xed plant rock crushing 
into mobile crushing, solid waste disposal, organic 
waste recycling, bulk cartage, bulk earthworks 
and contracting.

Experience is the key factor that underpins all 
operations – over 60 years of learning, experiments, 
hard work and best practice. Let us put it into 
practice at your place.

LEACH RURAL SOLUTIONS
Leach Rural Solutions came into being in 
2012 – providing access to a range of rural 
solutions for the Waikato and Thames Valley 
region, including:

Eff luent Solutions
Leach Rural Solutions provides access to better 
effl uent management. We offer pond design
and construction, and impartial advice on liner 
options and solid separators. This is backed up 
with a liquid and solid effl uent spreading service. 
One call, job done.

Compost Solutions
Not only is compost an organic and recycled 
fertiliser, but it offers many benefi ts to increase 
your on-farm performance. Make a long-term 
investment in your soil structure with HG Leach’s 
Tirohia compost.

General Earthworks Solutions
Whether it’s ponds, race work, drains or any 
other earthworks, Leach Rural Solutions can do 
the hard work and let you get on with the business 
of farming. With our broad skill base and diverse 
range of available machinery, we offer tailor-
made solutions to meet your requirements.
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IT’S FREE!
Don’t look at effl uent as a problem or 
a cost. Managed properly effl uent is 
a valuable source of nutrient and can 
greatly reduce fertiliser costs. 

Leach Rural Solutions can help with 
scheduled applications that minimise 
the risk of effl uent non-compliance and 
maximise the uptake of nutrients. 

Of course we are always on standby 
to help if you have a breakdown in 
your system.

Leach Rural Solutions provides access to better effl uent management. We offer pond 
design and construction, and impartial advice on liner options and solid separators. 
This is backed up with a liquid and solid effl uent spreading service. One call, job done.

Eff luent Solutions

The most critical factor in effl uent management 
is a system that is compliant with regulations and 
has the scope and capacity to manage future 
herd expansion and/or infrastructure, such as 
feed pads.

Good effl uent management starts with suffi cient 
storage. With our background in landfi ll construction 
and their associated leachate ponds we have 
the people, machines, experience and industry 
contacts to get it right on your site fi rst time. 

Contact the Leach Rural Solutions Adviser for a 
FREE assessment and to discuss your options: 

• In or above ground construction, 
clay supply available

• Liner types and installations

• Solid separator types, costs and benefi ts.

We also offer a complete package including design 
and build, scheduled pond cleaning and solid and 
liquid spreading on your farm.

EFFLUENT PONDS
Pond Design
At Leach Rural Solutions, we work with you to 
ensure accurate data is collected and use the 
latest computer modelling software to calculate 
required volumes.

Our designer and project manager works to 
DairyNZ pond design and construction standards. 
We give unbiased advice on siting the pond, solid 
separation and liner options.

Pond Construction
When constructing an effl uent pond, Leach Rural 
Solutions offers:

• Complete system integration and project 
management

• A skilled construction team with modern 
effi cient machines

• Experience in the required compaction testing

• Installation of solid separators, stone traps, 
solids bunkers and pumps

• Installation of a leak detection system 
and all the necessary paperwork to 
ensure compliance.

After Sales Service
Leach Rural Solutions will take care of your 
effl uent management, so you can take care 
of business.

We offer a complete scheduled and budgeted 
after sales service plan, including:

• Liquid and solid effl uent spreading

• Pond stirring

• Associated earthworks.
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SOLID
HG Leach’s muck spreader is proving itself to be 
very versatile. We can spread compost on crops 
and grass paddocks to improve soil structure, as 
well as spread muck and drain tailings. 

The new spreading gear is impressing our valued 
customers. Our Strautman spreader is top of the 
range. With inbuilt scales that “talk” to the tractor 
and a cab mounted controller we can accurately 
spread at the required tonne/hectare rate to 
ensure compliance and maximise nutrient take 
up. Its large 10 tonne capacity means more 
spreading and less driving back and forward to get 
loaded. The rear steering axel ensures access to 
tighter spaces and minimises damage to pasture 
when turning.

LIQUID
Maximise moisture application and use that 
free fertiliser in your effl uent pond to improve 
on-farm performance. 

The Leach Rural Solutions team is pumping – 
literally! The new 14,000L effl uent tanker and 
tractor are proving easy and effi cient for taking 
care of the hard work of maximising the fertiliser 
value of dairy effl uent. 

The on board vacuum loading pump combined 
with a fl ow accelerator pump ensures loading in 
around 4.5 minutes. Fold out dribble bars spread 
12m wide. The main advantage of dribble bars is 
that effl uent is spread in strips instead of covering 
all the plant material. The result is reduced pasture 
stand down times.

If you are taking grass silage or bailage off, 
applying effl uent to these paddocks will give them 
a boost and get them back in to your grazing 
rotation sooner. 

Typical Pond Leak Detection Cross Section
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Compost Solutions
Not only is compost an organic and recycled fertiliser, it also offers many benefi ts to 
increase your on-farm performance. Make a long-term investment in your soil structure 
with Tirohia compost.

To add the organic and biological component 
back into the soil, more and more people are 
using compost as a supplement over other more 
common forms of fertilisers.

Made adjacent to the landfi ll at our Tirohia site, 
we take greenwaste products, mulch them down 
and blend them with special ingredients. After 
a careful process of turning and screening we 
end up with a compost high in nutrients and very 
cost effective. 

A typical application would be 5-10 tonnes per 
hectare, providing a long-lasting nutrient boost. 
Ideally applied over pasture, this is very benefi cial 
prior to sowing crops and when re-sewing grass. 

Contact the Leach Rural Solutions Adviser or 
visit our website (www.hgleach.co.nz/rural-
solutions/soil-nutrition/) for more information 
including typical analysis, specifi c application 
rates and methods.  
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

HG Leach pasture growth trials have shown 
successful returns in milk solids production, soil 
condition, pasture growth and dry matter yield.

Farmers fi nd our compost to be a great supplement 
for conventional fertilisers, and like applying 
organic material back into the soil. Compost is 
more than just about grass growth, it is an investment 
into your soil’s future.

“Two years ago I had a couple of paddocks 
which were under-performing and ear-marked for 
cropping and turning over. Soil tests indicated most 
elements were good, but organic matter levels were 
lower than other paddocks, so I applied 5 tonne/
hectare of Tirohia compost. The response was soon 
noticeable and their performance dramatically 
improved. Today they are damn good paddocks, 
and we didn’t need to go through an expensive 
pasture renewal process. Even my farm adviser 
has been impressed and is telling other clients to 
consider compost.” Bryan Wratt, Waitoa

TRANSPORT AND SPREADING
Get that grazing back and make use of those 
nutrients!

Our Strautman spreader and Case 230hp tractor 
effectively and accurately spread compost. The 
spreader ensures an even application is achieved 
and that no binding or clogging occurs.

We can supply, transport and spread compost, 
from one easy phone call.

We have a fl eet of modern, effi cient trucks and 
trailers combined with very experienced drivers 
to get compost to you on time. All compost sales go 
over our weighbridge to ensure accurate charge 
out rates.

DID YOU KNOW...
Adding a product high in organic matter 
helps aerate the soil, which in turn resists 
compaction and helps the retention of 
moisture in the soil. 

Compost is a “slow release” fertiliser. This 
means more nutrients end up absorbed 
into the soil, rather than running off into 
drains and waterways. 

Spreading compost on grass and crop 
paddocks adds a thin layer of organic 
matter with every application.
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General Earthworks
Whether it’s ponds, race work, drains or any other earthworks, Leach Rural Solutions 
can do the hard work and let you get on with the business of farming. With our broad skill 
base and diverse range of available machinery, we offer tailor-made solutions to meet 
your requirements.

RACES
Leach Rural Solutions provides access to the best 
value aggregate products for all your farm race, 
tanker track and maintenance metal requirements.

Our modern effi cient fl eet of trucks can deliver 
and spread metal where you need it and when 
you want it. A well constructed race has a few 
vital ingredients. It needs:

• To be wide enough to ensure effi cient stock 
movement and farm vehicle traffi c.

• To have a good base of tough and cost 
effective crushed rock to ensure longevity 
and it needs to have either a fi ne or soft layer 
on top to protect the hooves of the stock.

• A crown to ensure suffi cient water and 
effl uent drainage.

To make it last a long time these layers must be 
placed correctly, graded to the correct thickness 
and shaped, and compacted well.

With an HG Leach grader, roller and possibly an 
excavator on site, your race will never look so good 
or last so long.

There are many options for races and lots 
of farmers have their own preferences often based 
on what they have used in the past. Whether 
upgrading an existing race or building a new one, 
Leach Rural Solutions offers a free consultation 
service to provide the best solution. We consider 
the location and ground conditions of the farm, 
the herd size, what the existing races are 
constructed with and the budget available. We 
are up to date with the latest developments, 
offering up to the minute solutions.

Typical Race Construction Cross Section
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the many suppliers of concrete products, the 
closure of roads and the fact that any effl uent 
captured in the underpass needs to be controlled. 
Make sure you contact the Leach Rural Solutions 
Team for an obligation free site assessment and 
start planning your cattle underpass.

LANDSCAPING/ROCKSCAPING
If you are considering landscaping work on new or 
existing sections, Leach Rural Solutions offers a 
complete solution. We advise on design, supply 
and transportation of the rock. We take care of 
any earthmoving required, place the rock and 
then leave your site clean and tidy.

“Rockscaping” can really set your place apart 
from the rest. Using rocks is often more cost-
effective than retaining walls and turns unsightly 
walls into design features, adding value to 
your property.

Whatever the earthworks project, from just one 
feature-rock placed in your front garden to a 
complete subdivision, the Leach Rural Solutions 
team can help. Our fl eet of late model, well 
maintained machines with skilled, safe and trained 
operators and project managers will get the job 
done right fi rst time. We provide cost effective, 
innovative solutions backed with the HG Leach 
guarantee – highest standard, fi t for purpose.

EARTHWORKS
Along with race work, Leach Rural Solutions offers 
many other farm services such as:

• Drain clearing and installation

• Grading and rolling

• Planning, installation and maintenance 
of new farm tracks and access ways

• Excavator and bulldozer work, including 
bulldozer ripping.

UNDERPASSES
Cattle underpasses are quickly becoming a crucial 
part of farm infrastructure. There is increasing 
pressure from Transit NZ and rural roading authorities 
to get stock off our roads for safety reasons and 
many smaller farms are being swallowed up by 
their bigger neighbours. 

What many farmers don’t realise is that an 
underpass can increase farm effi ciency. Instead 
of cows being held up to cross roads, with an 
underpass they keep moving at their own pace – 
greater safety, less stress on stock and less work for 
the busy farmer.

An underpass is a major civil engineering project 
and must be well planned to deliver the best 
results. There are several variables to consider: 
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Rock Guide
At HG Leach, quality is key. All four HG Leach quarries produce premium aggregates 
with an AA weathering index (the highest rating), which are tested for compliance and 
certifi ed by an independent IANZ-accredited laboratory. Whatever grade you require, all 
product can be produced to specifi cation. 

GAP 100
Often used as a high quality 
roading base with heavy traffi c 
loading as the larger rock resists 
sinking into the clay sub base and 
still has enough fi ne particles to 
compact well.

MAP 150
Often used as a quality roading base for metal 
roads or farm races. The larger rock resists sinking 
into the clay sub base and still has enough fi ne 
particles to compact well.

GAP 65
A course grade base course and 
most often used for heavy traffi c 
areas, or road/driveway bases. 
Compacts well and is easier to 
grade or level.

MAP 65
A fi ner grade than above and most often used 
for metal roads where damage has occurred or 
as a sub base when building new roads or races. 
Compacts well and is easier to grade or level.

GAP 40
Usually put on after GAP 65 and 
prior to fi nal chip sealing, better 
compaction and fi ner leveling 
properties.

GAP 20
Used where a fi ner pre fi nished 
surface is required. Often used as 
the top layer in a residential gravel 
drive as it’s easy to rake by hand.

MAP 40
Usually put on after MAP 65 and is often the top 
layer on loose metal roads, better compaction and 
fi ner leveling properties. Can be used to overlay 
worn areas and to build up loose metal roads.

GAP 7
A very fi ne sand-like product, ideal 
for the top surface on a dairy race 
to protect cow hooves. Sometimes 
used prior to concreting to achieve 
a very level surface or used as the 
top layer on a residential parking 
area as it’s nice to walk on in bare 
feet! Sometimes referred to as 
“dust” or “crusher dust”.

MAP 20
Used where a fi ner fi nished surface is required 
and on loose metal roads for capping. Can be 
used as the top layer in a residential gravel drive 
or for patching pot holes.

GAP PRODUCT RANGE
GAP stands for “general all passing”. This means that in a GAP 40 product for instance the biggest 
particles will be 40mm and will range right down to sand size particles or dust. GAP products also have to 
meet a high durability test.

MAP PRODUCT RANGE
Maintenance metal products for loose metal roads and farm races.
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SPECIALISED PRODUCTS
Sealing Chip
Available in grades 5 (7mm chip 
size) to grade 2 (20mm chip size). 
Used in the “tar seal” layers on a 
sealed road.

TNZ M4
A premium base course available in 20mm, 
40mm and 65mm grades. Often specifi ed in road 
building on major highway projects or highly 
traffi cked roads.

Drainage Metal
Used around slotted “Novafl ow” 
type pipes or behind a retaining 
wall these products have no “fi ne” 
particles so they allow water to run 
through them easily. They do not 

compact densely for the same reason. Available 
in 55/20, 22/7 and 63/20. In a 63/20 grade the 
biggest stones would be no larger than 63mm and 
the smallest no smaller than 20mm.

Builders Mix
A 20mm all in product, suitable for mixing with 
cement to produce concrete. Sometimes also 
available mixed with sand for a fi ner grade 
of concrete.

Brown Rubble
Sometimes called “brown rock”, 
“rotten rock”, “race rock” or 
“farm rock”. Sometimes used for 
cow races as it is a softer product 
than “blue rock” products. Usually 

this product is not crushed so sizes can vary. 
Subject to availability.

Stage 2 Rubble 
Similar to above but more blue rock, uncrushed. 

Rip Rap 
Sometimes referred to as “Armour 
Rock”. These “boulders” usually 
range in size from 200mm up to 
well over one metre in size. Often 
used as the outside layer on a 

break water or sea wall or in a stream where there 
is an erosion problem. Some of them look great 
in the garden as a feature rock as well.

Gabion 
Grade 250/65mm, small rocks 
used in Gabian Baskets to make 
retaining walls or to prevent 
erosion, often seen on road 
sides or stream redirection. Also 

used to make “Swale Drains” wide shallow rock-
lined drains that slow down the fl ow of water and 
prevent erosion.

Crusher Run
A cost effective solution as 
a base for race building or 
similar. Produced as a by-
product when making high 
grade aggregate. Is usually a 

dirtier product which helps it bind together well 
when compacted.

Bin Cleanings
All the odds and ends from cleaning out the 
metal storage areas. A good value product. 
Subject to availability.

Reject Chip
Ranges in size from 7-13mm, usually too dirty to 
be used for road sealing and can make a good 
value drainage metal.

Strippings
Usually a coarse grade product screened off 
to leave the more valuable metal aside for other 
used. Great value where a high value material 
is not needed. Can be a bit brown in colour. 
Subject to availability.

Note: Not all products are available at all quarries. 
If you require a particular product please phone 
fi rst to confi rm availability. 

Prices vary between quarries and are sometimes 
dependent on volume purchased. We are happy 
to price any product and quantity.
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Typical Farm Problems 
and Leach Rural Solutions
The Leach Rural Solutions team sees many common problems when working on 
our customers properties. Here are some of the most often asked questions and 
our solutions to them. For a custom solution to the problem on your property call 
the Rural Solutions Adviser to organise a consultation.

1. STONES TRACKED ONTO CONCRETE 
SURFACES CAUSING LAME COWS

i) Probably the most common problem we are 
asked about. The technical solution is to either 
have a rock product that is very soft and that 

crumbles if the cows stand on it against 
a hard surface. In practice this means using 
a lime rock type product or one of the 
“stockrock” type products in the 20-50m 
area directly before the cows enter the 
concrete surface.
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ii) There are a number of geosynthetic solutions 
coming onto the market that offer long lasting 
alternatives. Cow Max is proving useful and 
there are a number of plastic grid systems 
that retain the rock product that are also 
proving effective.

2. RACE EROSION OR POT HOLING
i) Another common problem put to us by farmers. 

The initial construction of the race will infl uence 
its longevity. Not scraping the topsoil off before 
building the race can cause soft spots that 
will erode causing the race to fail. Inadequate 
compaction is another common cause of race 
failure. Tractor towed static rollers do not do 
a good enough job. Leach Rural Solutions 
uses a 10 tonne vibrating construction roller. 
Compaction is key! 

ii) Maintenance is cheaper that a rebuild. 
Getting the digger in regularly to scrape 
the grass and raised edges away so the water 
can run off is essential. Where water is sitting 
on a race a soft spot will form causing more pot 
holing and failure of the race. A quick tidy up 
with the grader to keep the crown up to spec 
and a roll will keep the water from pooling

iii) Don’t cut corners. We appreciate that everyone 
has a budget to keep to. However, doing half 
the job will cost more in the long run. Talk to 
us about your requirements and be upfront 
with budget limitations so we can fi nd the right 
solution for you.

3. EFFLUENT
i) We are aware that there is a lot of uncertainty 

about the various options for ponds and 
storage, and whether councils will change 
the rules as soon as your pond is done. We are 
constantly in communication with councils and 
DairyNZ so we are up to date with the latest 
trends. Both the Rural Solutions Adviser and the 
Operations Manager in the HG Leach team 
have completed the IPENZ/DairyNZ pond design 
and construction course, and we are constantly 
upskilling as the industry evolves. 

ii) Talk to us about you concerns. We can offer free 
unbiased advice about construction methods, 
pond location, liner options, solid separation 
and more.

iii) Be aware that if a quote looks too good to be 
true, it probably is. Any reputable contractor 
should be using IPENZ Practice Note 21 as 
their ‘bible’ for pond construction. Get a 

copy for yourself from DairyNZ and ask some 
questions about compaction testing during 
construction and producer statements on 
completion. All the information we see says 
that if you pond volumes are based on the 
DairyNZ storage calculator and the pond 
is built to Practice Note 21, you will have a 
compliant pond that will last you for many years 
to come. 

iv) Leach Rural Solutions offers liquid and solid 
effl uent spreading with our state of the art 
equipment. We run the Trac Map GPS system 
to ensure accurate placement of effl uent 
and can provide proof of placement for peace 
of mind.

4. POOR PERFORMANCE OF 
GRASS AND CROPS

i) Do you feel that crop performance is dropping, 
especially on land that has been cropped 
repeatedly? Are your fertiliser bills going up 
but production going down? Perhaps it is 
time for a different approach. Take a look 
at soil structure, soil nutrition, and soil biology. 
A good place to start is with a Visual Soil 
Assessment (VSA). The VSA will tell you many 
things about your soil that you don’t get with a 
typical chemical analysis. Contact the Leach 
Rural Solutions Adviser for more information.

ii) Over-cultivation is becoming a more common 
diagnosis. A lack of organic material in the 
soil to encourage worm activity is also very 
common. Over-compaction of soils, especially 
in areas that suffer from winter pugging, can 
also have a detrimental effect. A VSA test can 
indicate where the problems lie and we can 
advise on solutions to combat them.
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HG Leach also Provides Access ...
HG Leach also provides access to “Better Roading” in the areas of quarrying, cartage 
and contracting; and “Cleaner Communities” in the areas of waste management, good 
environmental practice and community involvement. We use experience gained in all 
areas of operation to ensure a highest standard, fi t for purpose approach to our business.

TO BETTER ROADING
HG Leach provides access to better roading 
through aggregate supply, quarrying and 
contracting services. 

Quarrying
HG Leach owns and operates four quarries 
in the Thames Valley and Hauraki Plains area. 
Tirohia, Waitawheta, Matatoki and Tahuna 
quarries produce a variety of aggregate products 
ranging from brown farmers metal through 
to sealing chip for roads. The quarries supply 
aggregate for New Zealand’s roads, farms, 
buildings, railways, airports and seaports. 
We can also produce products to order for 
special projects or applications.

Our mobile crushing fl eet with specialised 
machines and operators, turns rocks to aggregate 
in many challenging conditions and locations. 
From aggregate for forestry roading in the 
backblocks of Gisborne, to the metal roads 
of the Coromandel, we do the hard work.

Cartage
Effective cartage is more than just moving product 
from A to B. It is about making best use of schedules, 
backloads and alternative transport methods, and 
at the same time minimising environmental impact.

HG Leach has a modern, effi cient and well-
maintained road transport fl eet, including:

• Aggregate distribution fl eet

• Specialised solid waste fl eet

• Specialised leachate transport tankers

Contracting
HG Leach has over 60 years of contracting 
expertise. Civil engineering contracting works 
include: landfi ll construction, landfi ll closure works, 
landfi ll mediation works, landfi ll operations, bulk 
earthworks, minor earthworks and drainage and 
quarry stripping.

TO CLEANER COMMUNITIES
Minimal environmental impact at all levels is 
a key aim of all HG Leach operations. Good 
environmental practice is integrated into all 
aspects of the company’s operations as part of 
sound, long-term planning.

HG Leach is heavily involved in the local community. 
From pet days at local schools and kid’s 
soccer tournaments, through to farmers golf 
tournaments and many local sporting clubs … 
HG Leach is there.

Tirohia Landfi ll
Tirohia Landfi ll has just been through an extensive 
stage of landfi ll cell construction in order to 
provide airspace for safe and environmentally 
sound waste disposal for the greater Thames Valley 
region and beyond. All of the waste that comes 
into our landfi ll provides valuable fuel for our 
1MW embedded power generation plant, which 
in turn provides valuable “local” electricity supply 
into the national grid, resulting in a more stable 
electricity supply.

Southern Landfi ll
HG Leach took over the Southern Landfi ll operation 
for Wellington City Council in 2013. Having 
successfully come through our fi rst external ISO 
14001 environmental accreditation audit, this 
means that our Southern Landfi ll operation has 
strong environmental management systems in 
place and that we minimise our environmental 
effects to an internationally recognisable standard. 
It is no mean feat to achieve this accreditation given 
the size of the operation and the diffi cult climatic 
conditions experienced in Wellington.
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P  +64 7 862 8727   
F  +64 7 862 7940
E  access@hgleach.co.nz
PO Box 100, Paeroa 3640
www.hgleach.co.nz
www.facebook.com/hgleach


